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Introduction

u Tightly scrolled DMEK grafts have been reported after the 
preparation of tissues from young donors (<50 years old).1

u Peeling time is often longer in these cases as tissue is more 
prone to tears, with tight scrolls being observed after 
successful peeling.1

u Despite most of the surgeons advocating the selection of 
older donors to avoid the challenge of unfolding tight 
scrolls,2 young donors have higher endothelial cell density 
and would be preferable for better long-term graft survival.3

u In addition, as the popularity of DMEK continues to grow, 
restrictions on donor age would decrease the availability of 
surgically suitable tissues and increase the costs of corneal 
transplantation.4



Purpose
& 

Method

u To present a no-touch DMEK technique which 
assists in unfolding of tightly scrolled grafts from 
young donors.

u The technique was developed following a wet-
laboratory experiment, using human corneas, 
to observe the behavior of the graft during 
spinning within the artificial anterior chamber. 

u The spinning technique was then performed in 
4 patients who all had tight DMEK scrolls from 
young donors.



Ex Vivo Model 
Experiment

u The technique involves injecting short bursts of balanced salt 
solution (BSS) to make the scroll spin continuously 360-degree. 

u Spinning of the graft over the surface is accompanied by rotation 
on its horizontal axis resulting in graft opening usually in the correct 
orientation. 

u Quick spinning motion of more than 180 degrees achieved opening 
of the graft in the correct orientation in 75% (15 of 20 attempts).

u On 5 occasions, the graft did not open as it was shifted into the 
periphery and was counted as failure (4 with an 8.0-mm graft and 1 
with a 7.5-mm graft).

u We observed that 7.5mm graft, achieved greater spinning 
compared to 8.00mm graft, which resulted into higher unscrolling
rates. 



Summary of Clinical Cases



Case 1
u 66-year-old woman had a 
repeat DMEK for Fuchs dystrophy.

u 48-year-old donor with 2600 
cells/mm2 ECC was available.

u 8.0mm tight scroll DMEK was 
used successfully (Fig 1).

FIGURE 1. (A) tight DMEK scroll, (B–D) 30-G Rycroft cannula inserted
through the paracentesis and short jets of BSS were applied tot he distal
side of the roll to create 270-degree spinning of the DMEK, and (E–F)
unfolding completed.



Case 2
u 85-year-old man with 

pseudoexfoliative glaucoma, 
pars plana vitrectomy and an 
anterior chamber intraocular 
lens in his right eye, presented 
with bullous keratopathy. 

u 37-year-old donor with 2700 
cells/mm2 ECC was available.

u 7.5mm DMEK tight scroll used 
and required 3 attempts until a 
successful opening, by 
spinning up to 270 degrees. 

FIGURE 2. (A) tight DMEK scroll and ACIOL, (B–E) the spinning technique
applied on a similar fashion, and (F) clear cornea 1-week after DMEK



Case 3
u 71-year-old man with advanced glaucoma 

and multiple procedures (complicated 
cataract with sulcus IOL, trabeculectomy, and 
2 glaucoma Baerveldt tube), presented with 
bullous keratopathy in his right eye. 

u 7.5mm tight scroll DMEK obtained from a 43-
year-old donor, with an ECC of 2700 cells/mm2.

u The spinning unfolding technique allowed 
opening of the graft in the correct orientation 
on the second attempt.

u His cornea remains clear at 18-month follow-up 
with a visual acuity of 20/40 (Fig. 3C).

FIGURE 3. Tight scrolled graft which was unfolded by using the 
spinning technique and clear cornea at 1 week postoperatively(C).



u 54-year-old woman with juvenile 
glaucoma, Baerveldt tube and chronic 
uveitis, presented with a failed DSAEK in 
her only seeing eye. 

u 7.5mm tight DMEK obtained from a 44-
year-old donor with 2600 cells/mm2 .

u Glaucoma tube was trimmed before 
the tight scroll was injected.

u It required 3 attempts to open the graft 
successfully in the correct orientation 
using the spinning technique.

u After 1 year, her ECC was 1282 
cells/mm2, and her cornea remains 
clear.

Case 4

FIGURE 4. Tight scrolled graft which was unfolded by using the spinning 
technique and clear cornea at 1 week postoperatively.



DISCUSSION

u Donor age is currently the most important factor 
surgeons consider when ordering DMEK tissues from 
eyebanks.1,5

u Avoiding young donors is a standard strategy, but 
with the shortage of donors in many countries and 
DMEK increasing in popularity, age–donor 
restrictions will be unfeasible in the future.4

u In this context, alternative techniques published 
describe air injection into the roll6 or the use of 
irrigating cannulas placed into the lumen of the 
DMEK tissue to open the graft.7,8

u Although such maneuvers may be helpful in tight 
scrolls, they involve direct contact and run the risk 
of damaging the delicate tissue.



CONCLUSIONS

u We present a novel no-touch technique to overcome 
tightly scrolled grafts, which was successfully used in 
challenging cases with additional comorbidities. 

u Success is optimized by slightly undersizing the graft. We 
recommend no more than 8.0mm in normal anterior 
segment morphology and 7.5mm in cases with tubes or 
ACIOL to have sufficient space for the spinning motion and 
unfolding. 

u In addition, this technique avoids direct manipulation, and 
hence, endothelial cell loss is also minimized. 

u In conclusion, our novel technique provides a safe and 
effective method to unscroll tight DMEK grafts that 
surgeons could incorporate into their armamentarium. 
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